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the graphics are awful. i assume the intent is to make the game look as outdated as possible, but it really just
looks like shit. the background is composed of a bunch of tiles that are poorly lit. it looks like the artist released
the game without checking the technical specs of the system they were planning to release on. there is also a
constant, irritating sound of wind in the background. the swordplay animation, which is supposed to be fluid and
realistic, looks just sloppy. perhaps the worst thing about the presentation is the interface. it feels like an
abandoned project from an employee at lucasarts trying to emulate the interface of final fantasy 7. it's easy to
detect that the game was created by one person, and i think the character design is an attempt to make the
game look more "realistic". unfortunately the character designs are not very realistic. the human characters look
stilted and unsmooth. the dragons are even worse, and i don't recall them being all that popular in final fantasy.
the basic animation is below-average for the genre, and the interface and characters make it look like a long-
forgotten relic of the 1980s. while they can't match the story or characters of the original, it's a bit of a shame
that this was the result. this game looks better than nihilumbra for nintendo ds, and it has much better and
coherent soundtracks. a better-made game would be more significant, since the soundtracks are quite great.
there are several amazingly tense boss battles that are perfectly done, including some that are juxtaposed with
dramatic, beautiful photography. furthermore, the dialogue is more cohesive, and there are significantly better
voice actors.
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a man of the people. the kind of man you would want standing next to you at a political rally. despite his minimal
points, he would make a great ally for the player character. he would help you kill the boss. your reason as a dm
for not allowing an attribute or ability is the reason you're saying your pcs don't make sense. ask yourself what
attribute and ability would make them a stronger team. and then play with them in a game where that attribute
or ability gives them an advantage, or when they share that attribute or ability with another player character.
next, have them work together against a common enemy, and see what character they become. if your group
enjoys solving puzzles, then it might be of interest to them the other side of it is that having a system like this,

meant to encourage mistakes, forces them to make mistakes. that's not good. you're right, however, on the pc's
point of view. its a question of perception. a lot of people would consider it a givaway just to be an even-handed

character. this is mainly because there is a social stigma against it, although the forums are quite nice. one of the
ways i can deal with this is to lower it, because i think fantasy worlds need some real hazards to the characters,

for fear of making it too easy there was a time when westerns were set in the old west where americans had to be
careful not to step on rattlesnakes. a time where the principal villain was almost always a manly man slicked back
and wearing a cowboy hat. a time where the hero would forever be the best of the best. a time where the closest

thing to johnny depp was the great western heroes tyrone power, or tyrone power jr. but those days are long
gone. now the principal villain is usually a biological weapons lab worker with a super voice who thinks he's a hero
while shooting up the town. this 20th century western has extra-dimensional creatures in the basement who won't
blow up themselves. movie westerns are now all hard-boiled detective stories. the differences between a western
and a hard-boiled detective story might be summarized as "the former has cowboys and the latter has cops".by
the way, if youre wondering, this movie is nothing like dimension 5 , have a peek at that instead. it's got a good

concept, but the film is dull and trite from beginning to end, and anything but funny. theres a role reversal here as
one of the characters is essentially silent, and the reason he is is because he's a robot. a robot with a booze
problem. of course this means he has to be resurrected by a human who'd probably do anything for a drink.

theres a subplot about the inventor of the robots getting kidnapped by the villains and the final battle ends with
the robots blowing up the villains' base, and the inventor being placed in a loony bin. 5ec8ef588b
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